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Paris for One and Other Stories Jojo Moyes Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Eleven unmissable stories from the
author of heartbreaking Me Before You, including Paris for One - soon to be a major film - about Nell,

deserted by her boyfriend in Paris ... alone in the most romantic city in the world, can she forget him to find
herself? From provincial Sophie being swept off of her feet in the glamour of belle epoque Paris to Beth's
unexpected confrontation with an old lover in a marquee in Britain, this first collection of short stories from
internationally bestselling author Jojo Moyes contains eleven tales of love, loss, liberation and laughter. Jojo
Moyes introduces us to a cast of strong, relatable women in the midst of their everyday lives. In Honeymoon
in Paris, featuring characters from her bestselling novel, The Girl You Left Behind, Liv and Sophie - though
decades apart - both find that marriage is only the beginning of their love stories. In Crocodile Shoes, a

businesswoman's blossoming confidence emerges from a fateful changing-room mix-up. And in both Love in
the Afternoon and A Bird in the Hand, two couples dance around the trickiness of long-time marriage. Paris

for One and Other Stories is ideal for fans of Me Before You and After You.
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